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We propose two novel approaches for describing and quantifying the response of
individual hosts to pathogen challenge in terms of infection severity and impact on host
performance. The first approach is a direct extension of the methodology for estimating
group tolerance (the change in performance with respect to changes in pathogen burden
in a host population) to the level of individuals. The second approach aims to capture
the dynamic aspects of individual resistance and tolerance over the entire time course
of infections. In contrast to the first approach, which provides a means to disentangle
host resistance from tolerance, the second approach focuses on the combined effects of
both characteristics. Both approaches provide new individual phenotypes for subsequent
genetic analyses and come with specific data requirements. In particular, both approaches
rely on the availability of repeated performance and pathogen burden measurements of
individuals over the time course of one or several episodes of infection. Consideration of
individual tolerance also highlights some of the assumptions hidden within the concept
of group tolerance, indicating where care needs to be taken in trait definition and
measurement.
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system, infection dynamics, breeding for disease resistance
INTRODUCTION
Resistance and tolerance to infectious pathogens are important
characteristics of livestock to counteract the potential detrimen-
tal impact of pathogens on animal health and production. Host
resistance refers to the ability to reduce pathogen replication, in
the broadest sense, whereas tolerance refers to the ability to reduce
the impact of pathogens on host performance without necessarily
affecting pathogen burden. In order to target these character-
istics for genetic improvement, they need to be quantifiable.
Host resistance is generally quantified by a measure of infection
severity such as within-host pathogen burden (e.g., viral or bac-
terial counts or parasite density). Tolerance may be quantitatively
defined as the change in host performance with respect to change
in pathogen burden (e.g., Simms, 2000), where performance
may refer to any trait relevant for production or reproduction
(e.g., growth rate, feed intake, or litter size).
As outlined in our companion paper (Doeschl-Wilson et al.,
2012), although conceptually tolerance is defined at the indi-
vidual level (Simms, 2000; Schneider and Ayres, 2008), empir-
ical tolerance estimates have only been obtained at the level
of groups of (related) individuals. In particular, group toler-
ance estimates are usually derived using analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA) or random regression approaches, where perfor-
mance measures of infected group members are regressed against
their respective pathogen burden at a given time post infection
(e.g., Simms and Triplett, 1994; Mauricio et al., 1997; Råberg
et al., 2007; Kause, 2011). Whilst these approaches may provide
useful evidence on whether genetic variation in tolerance exists,
the resulting group estimates have several disadvantages that ren-
der them not ideal for genetic studies, for the three reasons
outlined below.
The first issue is that these estimates rely on the underlying
assumption that all animals have been exposed to, or infected
with, the same dose/type of pathogens at the same time. This
assumption is unlikely to hold in field conditions and it raises
the question of whether reliable group tolerance estimates can
be obtained from field data (Doeschl-Wilson et al., 2012), which
are the primary data source for quantitative genetic analyses of
disease traits (Bishop and Woolliams, 2010).
Secondly, group tolerance estimates, which are usually
obtained from cross-sectional measures (i.e., measures taken at
one time point during the infection) (Simms and Triplett, 1994;
Mauricio et al., 1997; Råberg et al., 2007; Ayres and Schneider,
2012), may poorly represent the overall impact of infection
on host performance over the entire time course of infection.
Consider for example two families with equal average resistance,
i.e., the same pathogen burden profiles. Assume however that
members of family A have a significantly greater ability to prevent
tissue damage inflicted by pathogens than members of family B
but members of family B have developed more efficient recovery
mechanisms (e.g., tissue repair mechanisms) than those belong-
ing to family A. Thus, ANCOVA or random regression may
indicate significant family differences in tolerance depending on
when during the infection process the performance and pathogen
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burden records were taken. Based on earlymeasurements family A
would be selected as more tolerant, whereas based on late mea-
surements members of family B may have emerged as favorable
selection candidates. The example illustrates that the effects of
host tolerance may vary throughout the infection as a result of
different mechanisms acting at different stages. Measurements
taken at different stages of the infection may therefore give rise
to different tolerance estimates and hence also to different esti-
mates of genetic variance in tolerance. Biased estimates of genetic
parameters may therefore arise if these dynamic changes are
neglected. In principle, group tolerance estimates that describe
the impact of infection on performance over the entire time
course of one or several episodes of infection could be obtained by
using cumulative measures of performance and pathogen burden
over time rather than cross-sectional measures, as suggested
by Ayres and Schneider (2012). However, cumulative measures
would require repeated measurements of both host performance
and pathogen burden on infected individuals, in addition to
measurements of host performance in the absence of pathogen
challenge (or in less pathogenic environments), as established
in our companion paper (Doeschl-Wilson et al., 2012). In sum-
mary, in order to obtain a reliable estimate of tolerance at the
group level a multitude of measurements at the individual level
would be needed. This seems a disproportionately large effort
for the limited genetic gain that can be achieved with group
selection.
Finally, from an animal breeding perspective, another major
drawback of group rather than individual tolerance is that selec-
tion accuracy and therefore response to selection is limited
if phenotypes are specified at the group level (Falconer and
Mackay, 1996). Furthermore, group phenotypes do not take
advantage of the benefits of recent advances in high throughput
genomics for dissecting host responses to infectious pathogens
and increasing the accuracy of selection. For instance, increased
availability of dense Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP)
chips in most livestock species has facilitated genome-wide pre-
diction for obtaining accurate breeding values. For example,
SNP markers whose effects have been calibrated in individ-
uals that are both genotyped and measured for the trait of
interest may then be used to obtain estimated breeding val-
ues for animals that are genotyped but not phenotyped. Thus,
with genome-wide evaluations, obtaining phenotypes for dis-
ease traits (a difficult task in most cases) can be avoided for
at least some generations before marker effects need to be re-
estimated. Having only group tolerance phenotypes available
implies that information arising from within-group variation
cannot be exploited in the first step, thus sacrificing potential
accuracy of selection.
In summary, the availability of individual phenotypes of both
host resistance and tolerance would be highly desirable for quan-
tifying infection severity and impact on production over the
time course of one or several episodes of infection. Both resis-
tance and tolerance are defined and expressed at the level of
individuals. It is the limitation of current statistical approaches
that restrict the estimation of host tolerance to the level of
groups. In this article two novel approaches for estimating indi-
vidual tolerance are proposed. Both approaches rely on the
availability of repeated measurements of host performance and
pathogen burden. The first approach is a direct extension of the
methodology for estimating group tolerance to the level of indi-
viduals, and provides a means to disentangle host resistance from
tolerance. The second approach aims to capture the combined
dynamic effects of individual resistance and tolerance over the
entire time course of infections in terms of infection severity and
impact on performance.
EXTENDING THE STATISTICAL FRAMEWORK FROM GROUP
TOLERANCE TO INDIVIDUAL TOLERANCE
The well-established definition of tolerance as the change in per-
formance with respect to changes in pathogen burden (Simms,
2000) implies that to quantify tolerance at the level of individu-
als, repeated measurements of host performance and pathogen
burden from individual animals would be needed. In other
words, individual tolerance can only be quantified if within host
pathogen burden changes over time, and both performance and
pathogen burden can be measured repeatedly on each individual.
Thus, traits that can only be measured once (e.g., carcass and sur-
vival traits) are not suitable for estimating individual tolerance.
For repeatedly measurable performance traits (e.g., growth rate,
milk yield, litter size), individual tolerance may describe how an
individual’s performance is affected over the time course of one
infection, or over several episodes of infections, depending on
when measurements are taken.
MATHEMATICAL FRAMEWORK FOR INDIVIDUAL TOLERANCE
Group tolerance is typically inferred by regressing measurements
of host performance (usually collected at a specific time point
post infection) against corresponding measurements of pathogen
burden for individual group members (e.g., Simms, 2000; Råberg
et al., 2007; Kause, 2011). The framework can be extended to
estimate tolerance of individuals by replacing cross-sectional
measurements of multiple individuals by multiple repeated mea-
surements per individual. However, as a consequence of using
repeated measurements taken at different time points, time would
need to be included explicitly when describing the relationship
between performance and pathogen burden. In other words,
instead of fitting the linear model y = y0 + bPB currently used
to estimate group tolerance, which corresponds to a snapshot in
time, a time-dependent model would need to be used:
y(t) = y0(t) − b(t)PB(t) (1)
where y0(t) denotes host performance at time t in a pathogen-free
environment and b(t) describes the effect of pathogen burden on
host performance at time t. Several implications of using the time-
dependent model (1) for estimating individual tolerance should
be pointed out. Firstly, taking the first order derivative of y(t)with
respect to time, i.e.,
dy
dt
= dy0
dt
− db
dt
PB− bdPB
dt
(2)
illustrates that a change in performance of an infected individual
can be the result of three different causes:
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1. A change in host performance over time not related to
pathogen challenge ( dy0dt ), i.e., a change that would also occur
if the individual was not infected.
2. A change in the impact of a unit pathogen dose on host
performance ( dbdt PB), i.e., host-induced change in pathogen
virulence over the time course of infection.
3. A change in host performance associated with changes in
within-host pathogen burden (b dPBdt ).
Only the last two components, i.e., those including expressions of
b(t), are associated with tolerance mechanisms.
Secondly, Equation (2) reveals that in order to obtain accu-
rate estimates of tolerance effects, natural temporal variations
in host performance would need to be accounted for. It also
reveals that tolerance, which is mathematically defined as dydPB may
change over time. This becomes evident from Equation (2) after
expressing dydPB as
dy
dPB
=
dy
dt
dPB
dt
(3)
Substituting Equation (2) into (3) shows that the mathematical
definition of tolerance as the incremental change in performance
with respect to pathogen burden, i.e., dydPB is generally not the
same as b(t). Indeed, dydPB is only equal to b(t) if both y0(t)
(performance in the absence of pathogen challenge) and b(t)
(impact of pathogen burden on host performance) are constant
over time (so that their derivatives with respect to time are 0).
However, since dydPB encompasses also changes in host perfor-
mance not related to pathogen burden, tolerance may be more
appropriately represented by the term b(t). This is also consis-
tent with the classical definition of tolerance as the slope b in
Equation (1).
STATISTICAL FRAMEWORK FOR ESTIMATING INDIVIDUAL TOLERANCE
Random regression models have proved to be a useful framework
for estimating tolerance of families of individuals (Kause, 2011;
Kause and Ødegård, 2012). In particular, Kause (2011) demon-
strated that the tolerance bj of a group j can be estimated as the
regression slope of the linear model
yij = y0ij − bjPBij + eij (4)
where yij and PBij refer to host performance and pathogen burden
of individual i in group j obtained at a fixed time post infection,
respectively. It has been also established that in order to obtain
unbiased group tolerance estimates bj, estimates of host perfor-
mance y0ij in a pathogen-free environment would be required
(Kause, 2011; Doeschl-Wilson et al., 2012). Such estimates may
be obtained simply from having group members in environments
differing in pathogen challenge.
The statistical random regression framework can be extended
to estimate tolerance of individuals by replacing the cross-
sectional measurements yij and PBij of multiple individuals in
Equation (4) by multiple repeated measurements per individual.
Thus, the time-dependent mathematical model (1) relating indi-
vidual host performance at time t to the corresponding pathogen
burden can be represented as a statistical repeated measurement
model as follows:
yik = y0ik − bikPBik + eik (5)
where yik and PBik are the performance and pathogen burden of
individual i measured at discrete time tk, respectively, y0ik is the
performance of individual i at tk in a pathogen-free environment
(assumed to be known), bik represents the impact of pathogen
burden at time tk on host performance (to be estimated), and eik
is the individual error at tk (to be estimated).
In order to obtain estimates for the tolerance parameter bik
further information or assumptions are required. Firstly, y0ik is
assumed to be known. However, as a host cannot be simulta-
neously infected and non-infected, measures of y0 throughout
the time period of infection do not exist and would thus need
to be inferred from available measurements taken at different
times. Thus, accurate tolerance estimates at the level of indi-
viduals can only be obtained for performance traits and time
periods over which host performance in the absence of pathogens
is known [e.g., weight loss in mature animals as used by Råberg
et al. (2007)] or can be inferred based on measurements prior to
infections (e.g., projected growth trajectory or milk yield).
Secondly, bik needs to be either assumed as constant over time
(i.e., bik = bi for all tk) or expressed in a form that can be included
in the above model. Note that temporal variation in b corre-
sponds to temporal variation in the impact that a unit dose of
pathogens inflicts on host performance, i.e., temporal variation
in host-induced pathogen virulence. Thus, a constant value bi is
justified in cases where the impact of a given pathogen burden
does not change over time. This may be the case for example if
the time interval over which tolerance is to be estimated is rela-
tively short or if tolerance estimates refer to similar time points
post infection during successive episodes of infection for individ-
uals with no lasting immunity. The latter may apply to nematode
infections in peri-parturient ewes or to mastitis in lactating cows.
However, the assumption is less likely to hold if tolerance is to be
estimated over the entire time course of one infection, as changes
in the host immune response over time (e.g., mechanisms related
to damage prevention or repair) would generally correspond to
host-induced changes in pathogen virulence. However, in this
case, i.e., when changes in pathogen virulence cannot be ignored,
a simple expression for bik may be used. For example, adopt-
ing the principle of Occam’s razor, bik in Equation (3) may be
represented by
bik = bi(tk) = b0i − vitk (6)
where b0i describes the change in performance of individual i due
to change in pathogen burden and vitk with constant rate param-
eter vi describes the change in the impact of a unit dose of
pathogens on performance. For parameter estimation, it would
be more convenient if data were obtained from challenge exper-
iments, where tk refers to time post infection. Substitution of
Equation (6) into (5), and appropriate specifications of vari-
ance and covariance structures for the individual parameters,
subsequent measurements, and residuals, in principle yields indi-
vidual estimates for the tolerance parameters b0i and vi, which
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refer to different tolerance components. These estimates would
constitute the phenotypes for subsequent genetic analyses. Exact
data requirements for such an approach and properties of the
obtained estimates have yet to be explored.
A NEW FRAMEWORK FOR QUANTIFYING INDIVIDUAL
RESISTANCE AND TOLERANCE USING DYNAMICAL
SYSTEMS THEORY
The statistical framework described above for quantifying indi-
vidual (and group) tolerance relies on a number of stringent
assumptions and measurement requirements. In particular,
regression models assume a specific (direct) relationship between
host performance and pathogen burden that can be formu-
lated by a simple (often linear) mathematical function. This
function may be a poor representation of the underlying bio-
logical processes affecting infection severity and impact on per-
formance. For example, reduction in host performance may
be caused by immune processes (Coop and Kyriazakis, 1999;
Ayres and Schneider, 2012; Glass, 2012) rather than directly
by pathogens. Although this was captured to some extent by
Equation (6), one may question whether a statistical model
that assumes a direct (and often linear) relationship between
pathogen burden and performance can yield reliable tolerance
estimates.
Furthermore, both resistance and tolerance usually relate to
immunological processes (e.g., blocking pathogen entry in host
target cell or reducing pathogen reproduction rate and prevent-
ing or repairing tissue damage) which are highly dynamic and
often temporary. A conventional statistical framework may not be
the most appropriate means of capturing these dynamic aspects.
Instead, an alternative mathematical approach tailored toward
dynamic processes may be better suited to capture the informa-
tion revealed by repeated measurements of host pathogen burden
and performance over time. This is outlined below.
PERFORMANCE vs. PATHOGEN BURDEN TRAJECTORIES
Scatter plots of individual performance vs. pathogen burden
are fundamental for quantifying group tolerance (e.g., Simms,
2000; Råberg et al., 2007, 2009; Doeschl-Wilson et al., 2012).
Adapting these plots to the level of an individual, i.e., by plot-
ting the individual’s performance vs. pathogen burden measure-
ments collected at different time points, generates a trajectory
in the pathogen burden–performance space (Figures 1, 2). This
trajectory can reveal important information on how the indi-
vidual’s resistance and tolerance mechanisms interact over time.
Consider for example the growth rate–pathogen burden trajec-
tories of the two pigs depicted in Figure 1. These trajectories
were generated based on repeated measurements of body weight
and virus load collected over a period of 42 days after challeng-
ing the pigs with a given dose of the Porcine Reproductive and
Respiratory Syndrome virus [experiment described by Rowland
et al. (2012)]. The trajectory of pig 1 shows that the pig appar-
ently manages to clear the virus within the observation period
of 42 days, but suffers a long-term reduction in growth (growth
rate at the end of infection is negative). In contrast, the trajec-
tory of pig 2 indicates that the pig did not manage to clear the
virus within the 42 day observation period—in fact it seemingly
FIGURE 1 | Performance (average weekly growth rate) vs. pathogen
burden (average weekly viraemia) trajectories for two individual pigs
infected with the same challenge dose of a virulent PRRS virus strain.
Arrows indicate the direction of growth rate-viraemia plots over time. The
size of the arrows crudely reflect the speed at which the trajectory
progresses. Data are courtesy of the PRRS Host Genetics Consortium—for
more information about data acquisition and experimental design see
Rowland et al. (2012).
FIGURE 2 | Schematic figure representing pathogen
burden–performance trajectories for two individuals (a) and (b) with
different resistance and tolerance mechanisms. The direction and size of
the arrows indicate the direction and velocity at which trajectories evolve
over time.
experienced viral re-activation. Nevertheless its growth rate at
the end of the observation period was similar to that at the
beginning and remained positive throughout the entire obser-
vation period. Furthermore, closer inspection of the trajectory
corresponding to pig 1 reveals that reduction in growth was pri-
marily associated with two distinct phases of the infection, i.e.,
the phase when viraemia levels rapidly increase toward peak lev-
els and the recovery phase when viraemia has almost been cleared.
The trajectory thus suggests that the overall impact of infection
on performance may be partly associated with pathogen replica-
tion at the early stage and may be partly due to immune response
mechanisms associated with the recovery process. Pig 2 has ini-
tially a similar trajectory to that of pig 1. However, its growth
rate increased immediately once viraemia levels started to fall
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post peak viraemia and declined again after the re-activation of
virus replication. Thus, for pig 2 changes in performance directly
mimicked changes in pathogen burden.
As indicated by the arrows in Figure 1, trajectories are not only
characterized by their shapes but also by the direction and speed
at which pathogen burden—performance measures progress over
time. These can reveal information about how host resistance
and tolerance mechanisms interact during the time course of
infection. To illustrate this more clearly, consider the schematic
trajectories depicted in Figure 2. Both are closed loops indicat-
ing full recovery of the host in terms of pathogen elimination
and restoration of host performance. Nevertheless, the reverse
direction and different sizes of the arrows indicate substantial
differences between the hosts in their response to pathogen chal-
lenge. For host (a) pathogen burden increases initially slowly
(indicated by a small arrow) causing a gradual decrease in per-
formance. This could be considered as moderate resistance and
low tolerance at the early stage of the infection. Once pathogen
burden peaks, host immune mechanisms counteract pathogen
replication and damage leading to fast recovery (indicated by a
large arrow). Thus, for host (a) changes in performance are a
direct consequence of changes in pathogen burden. In contrast,
host (b) experiences initially a rapid increase in pathogen burden
(indicated by a large arrow), but its performance is not affected
at all during this initial phase of the infection (i.e., low resistance
but high tolerance at the early stage of infection). Performance,
however, declines after pathogen levels start to decrease, indicat-
ing that the immune response rather than the actual pathogens
are leading to the reduction in performance. Recovery is initially
slow, but accelerates at the later stage of infection when perfor-
mance levels also recover (i.e., high resistance and high tolerance
at the late stage of infection). This situation could arise is differ-
ent sets of immune mechanisms dominate at different stages of
infection, comparing the two hosts.
A NEW CLASSIFICATION OF HOSTS ACCORDING TO THEIR
TRAJECTORIES
Trajectories may be considered to illustrate the dynamic interac-
tions of resistance and tolerance mechanisms over time. Thus,
a host may be characterized by its trajectory rather than by its
resistance and tolerance, which are assumed static. Consequently,
instead of aiming to improve host resistance or tolerance, onemay
aim to achieve an optimal trajectory in the pathogen burden–
performance space. This would correspond to breeding for a com-
bined optimal balance of tolerance and resistance mechanisms.
But how could this be achieved in practice?
Schneider (2011), after investigating the shapes of
“personalized health curves” (equivalent to the pathogen
burden–performance trajectories described here) corresponding
to various well-studied infections in humans, concluded that
most pathogenic and mutualistic host–pathogen interactions can
be represented by one of only a few existing archetypical curves.
Adapted to the resistance-tolerance context for the majority
of livestock diseases, nine major classes of trajectory categories
emerge as follows: individual host trajectories may first be
classified according to the outcome in terms of infection severity,
distinguishing broadly between eventual clearance of pathogens,
long-term persistence, and death (illustrated by graphs A, B, C,
respectively in Figure 3). Within each of these three categories,
one may then further classify trajectories according to the
long-term impact of infection on host performance. Thus, for
infections leading to eventual clearance or long-term persistence,
one may distinguish between hosts that experience little or no
impact on performance, and those that suffer a temporary or
persistent reduction in performance, respectively (illustrated by
the different trajectories in Figures 3A,B). Similarly, if the final
outcome is death, one may categorize trajectories according to
whether death was caused either through cumulative damage
caused by recurrent episodes of disease outbreaks, each leaving
long-term damage, or while clearing the pathogens, or as a
direct consequence of uncontrolled pathogen replication. All
host–pathogen type interactions will fall within one of these nine
categories although the actual shapes of individual trajectories
within each category may differ considerably from each other
and from those shown in Figure 3. Furthermore, depending on
the type of pathogens and the host population, only a subset
of these nine categories may be realized in practice. In any
case, this framework implies that the individual scatter plots
produced by data that are inherently noisy and incomplete could
be characterized as one of nine types. As a first step in disease
control one may thus aim to produce the best feasible trajectory
type or look for genotypes associated with specific trajectory
types.
HOW TO SUMMARIZE THE TRAJECTORIES BY QUANTITATIVE
MEASURES FOR GENETIC ANALYSES?
Having established the potential for pathogen burden–
performance trajectories to describe impacts of infection
on hosts, we are confronted with a number of further questions.
Firstly, how does one generate complete individual trajectories
with relatively limited measurements over time? In reality,
measurements may only exist for some time points during
infection, generating, at best, a fragment of a trajectory. For
example, for the pigs in Figure 1, growth rates prior to infection
were not recorded, making it difficult to infer whether infection
led to long-lasting damage in growth. Secondly, is it possible to
generate a complete a trajectory based on only few measurements
over a restricted time period during an infection? Finally, and
most importantly, in cases where all host responses appear to fall
within the same trajectory type, how can one quantify individual
trajectories and summarize the information into phenotypes for
subsequent genetic analyses? The answers to these questions can
be found by applying mathematical dynamical systems theory, as
outlined below.
DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS THEORY
In mathematical terms, the individual performance vs. pathogen
burden trajectories may be referred to as trajectories in the
pathogen burden–performance phase space. Phase space plots, in
which individual trajectories are not only characterized by the
shape of the curve, but also by the direction and velocity at
which these curves evolve over time (indicated by the arrows in
Figures 1–3), are commonly used to visualize and analyze the
global behavior of dynamical systems (Katok and Hasselblatt,
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FIGURE 3 | Schematic figure of the nine trajectory archetypes. The three graphs broadly correspond to different resistance categories, while the three
individual curves in each graph broadly correspond to different tolerance categories. For further explanation see text.
1995). Indeed, these trajectories elicit system properties that
might not otherwise be obvious, such as at what stage the infec-
tion is most damaging to the host and whether, when and to what
extent recovery occurs.
In order to specify the individual trajectories over the entire
time course of infection, and to reduce or remove noise from
the data, it is advantageous to use mathematical models fitted
to the data rather than the actual data for subsequent analyses.
Mathematicians usually describe dynamical system by a set of
differential equations.When adopting the dynamical systems the-
ory to the context of host resistance and tolerance, it is therefore
necessary to formulate mathematical expressions that describe
the change in within-host change in pathogen burden and per-
formance over time based on existing biological knowledge and
available data. Thus, step 1 of this approach consists of plotting
the (noisy, fragmented) performance vs. pathogen burden curves
for the individuals in question, and step 2 consists of formu-
lating an appropriate mathematical model that reproduces the
essential features of these trajectories. For example, if the data
suggest that changes of host performance are partly caused by
the pathogen and partly by the immune response, one may start
with a three-dimensional system of differential equations that
describes changes in host pathogen burden (P) immune response
(I) and performance (Y) over time:
dP
dt
= μP − κPI
dI
dt
= λ+ ρI P
P+ φ − δI (7)
dY
dt
= −βdP
dt
− αdI
dt
where μ denotes the replication rate of the pathogen within
the host, κ is the rate at which the host immune eliminates
the pathogen, λ and δ refer to the replacement and death
rate of immune cells, respectively, ρ is the maximum per
capita replication rate of the immune response, φ represents
the parasite density at which the rate of growth of immu-
nity is half maximal, and β and α describe the reduction in
performance with respect to changes in pathogen burden and
immune response, respectively. System (7) is an extension of
the model described by Doeschl-Wilson et al. (2009). Although
apparently simple, the model can generate a variety of tra-
jectory types for different combination of model parameters
(Figure 4).
Having established an appropriate mathematical system that
can generate the trajectory types observed from the data, step 3 of
the dynamical systems approach consists of analysing the behav-
ior of the mathematical system. In particular, sensitivity analysis
helps to determine how changes in individual parameter values
affect the trajectories and hence helps to identify the key system
parameters to be used as phenotypes in subsequent genetic analy-
ses. Bifurcation theory can be applied to identify the parameter
regions corresponding to the different trajectory types (Steindl
and Feichtinger, 2004; Blyuss and Gupta, 2009). Finally, stabil-
ity theory helps to determine the stability of trajectories under
small perturbations of the initial conditions (represented, for
example, by different challenge doses, different host immunity
at the start of the infection, or different performance levels prior
to challenge) (Blyuss and Gupta, 2009; Taylor and Carr, 2009).
Overall, these techniques will generate a thorough understanding
of the trajectories that can be generated in theory and will specify
the range of system parameter values corresponding to desired
trajectories.
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FIGURE 4 | Three different types of performance vs. pathogen burden
profiles generated by the mathematical dynamical system (7) for
different values of the model parameters. The size of the arrows in this
graph does not reflect the actual velocity.
The last step in the dynamical systems approach focuses on
obtaining values for the model parameters for the population
of animals in consideration. This can be achieved by fitting the
mathematical model established in step 2 to actual data. Recent
advances in Bayesian inference methods (e.g., Savill et al., 2009;
Miller et al., 2010) have demonstrated that realistic estimates for
system parameters can be obtained from relatively sparse sets
of data.
Once estimates for the key system parameters for every
individual are obtained, one can use these as phenotypes for
conventional quantitative genetic analyses to identify to what
extent the trajectories are under host genetic influence. Using
model parameters has several benefits over using actual mea-
surements as phenotypes for subsequent analyses. For exam-
ple, the information provided by many measurements can be
summarized into few parameters, measurement error and noise
become “averaged out,” and with adequate data the correspond-
ing trajectories over time are fully specified, even if available
data only relate to a fragment of the full trajectory. Combining
results from quantitative genetic analyses with the understand-
ing obtained from the analysis of the system behavior would
give new insights into individual impacts of infection on perfor-
mance. In turn this should help (1) to predict selection responses
in terms of infection severity and impact on performance and
(2) to identify new informative traits (i.e., the key parame-
ters with a large genetic influence) to be targeted for genetic
improvement.
DISCUSSION
Host resistance and tolerance describe the ability of a host to con-
trol infection severity and impact on performance. These traits
encompass a variety of immune-pathological processes, which are
highly dynamic in nature. Thus, the expression of host genetic
resistance and tolerance is expected to vary considerably over
time. Hitherto, quantitative genetics has treated host resistance
and tolerance as static traits. As such, most empirical estimates
of both characteristics to date are based on cross-sectional mea-
surements of indicator traits obtained at a specific point in time.
However, this static approach applied to dynamic traits not only
raises questions about whether the obtained resistance and tol-
erance parameter estimates are stable over the time course of
infection, but also lead to severe estimation bias if field data used
as individual records refer to different infection stages across indi-
viduals (Bishop et al., 2012; Doeschl-Wilson et al., 2012). In the
context of tolerance, cross-sectional measurements impose the
additional limitation that a tolerance phenotype can only readily
be estimated at the group rather than at the individual level.
Longitudinal measurements of performance and resistance
traits (i.e., individual records taken at successive times) are
routinely collected for a number of species and diseases (e.g.,
mastitis or gastro-intestinal parasitism in ruminants). Recording
frequency of health traits may even increase if the benefits to live-
stock production were clearly demonstrated. We have shown in
this article that longitudinal measurements provide the oppor-
tunity to quantify tolerance at the level of individuals, and may
produce new informative phenotypes that describe the interactive
effects of host resistance and tolerance over time. In particular,
we have shown how, in principle, individual tolerance estimates
could be obtained within the conventional random regression
framework, and introduced a non-conventional dynamical sys-
tems approach to generate new phenotypes describing impacts
of infectious pathogens on hosts. The pros and cons of these
approaches will be discussed below, but it should first be noted
that both approaches rely on the following conditions:
• Both host performance and pathogen burden can be measured
repeatedly over the time period under consideration for each
individual.
• The performance trait is such that the phenotype for individ-
uals in the absence of pathogen challenge is either known or
can be inferred for the time period over which tolerance is
estimated.
• Other factors influencing performance throughout the time
period of infection, in addition to pathogen challenge, can be
properly accounted for.
Random regression models have proved to be a powerful tool for
quantitative genetic analyses, not only for linear models but also
formeasures that represent curves (Meyer and Kirkpatrick, 2005).
Such models are particularly attractive for quantitative genetic
analyses of host resistance and tolerance as they can be read-
ily accommodated in the conventional multivariate linear mixed
model framework of quantitative genetics. Consequently, estab-
lished methods can be used for estimating genetic parameters
associated with host resistance and tolerance, and for genetic eval-
uations. However, in addition to a requirement for large datasets,
a major potential drawback of using random regression models
for tolerance is that these models require an explicit mathematical
expression describing the relationship between host performance
and pathogen burden. Meyer and Kirkpatrick (2005) demon-
strated that the random regression approach can be applied to a
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wide range of non-linear functions, as long as the model is linear
in the regression coefficients. However, as both host performance
and pathogen burden vary over time and are mediated by the host
immune response, it may not always be possible to express this
relationship by a suitable function. In fact, even the relatively sim-
plemodel described by Equations (5) and (6), points to twomajor
issues that may need to be dealt with: firstly, the independent
variable, pathogen burden itself is a function of time, and may
change (increase, decrease, or both) over time. The independent
variables of random regression models are however typically con-
tinuous and strictly monotonic (e.g., time, age, etc.). Secondly,
the dynamic systems approach revealed that the relationship
between host performance and pathogen burden over the time
course of infection may not be representable as a mathematical
function, but rather as a mathematical relation. Mathematical
functions are a subset of relations for which every value of an
independent variable (here pathogen burden) corresponds to a
unique value of the dependent variable (here performance). As
illustrated by the trajectories in Figure 1, this may not be the
case as a particular value of pathogen burden may correspond
to two or more performance trait values. The properties and
applicability of the random regression approach has yet to be
fully investigated.
The trajectory approach relaxes the stringent assumption of
random regression models that the relationship between host
performance and pathogen burden can be adequately repre-
sented by amathematical function. Instead, a simple classification
of the data trajectories into one of nine categories may pro-
vide a useful categorical phenotype for subsequent genetic stud-
ies. Furthermore, trajectories would enable the introduction of
powerful tools from dynamical systems theory into quantitative
genetics. According to dynamical systems theory, performance is
related to pathogen burden by a system of differential equations
that describes the dynamic host–pathogen interactions affecting
infection severity and impact. The close affinity of the system’s
parameters to the underlying biological processes makes these
parameters attractive phenotypes for subsequent genetic analyses.
Although rarely used in quantitative genetic analyses, differential
equation models appear a promising tool for handling dynamic
processes within the conventional quantitative genetics frame-
work. Integration of these more complex mathematical models
into genetic analyses, as outlined by the different steps above, may
enhance our understanding of the key processes that determine
infection severity and reduction in performance and simultane-
ously provide valuable insight about the host genetic influence on
these.
Dynamical systems theory is well-established in mathematics
for analyzing the full spectrum of patterns produced by a com-
plex dynamical system. They have proved useful to study infection
processes within individual hosts and in populations (e.g., Blyuss
and Gupta, 2009; Taylor and Carr, 2009). In the context of genetic
improvement programmes, dynamical systems theory would not
only provide new phenotypes, but also help to specify potential
improvement targets. In particular, it can be used to determine
which types of pathogen burden–performance trajectories could
be produced in principle and howmuch shift (i.e., genetic gain) in
the parameter values is required to achieve desirable trajectories.
As outlined above, the individual building blocks needed
for adopting resistance-tolerance trajectories into breeding pro-
grammes already exist. There are, however, several challenges
associated with the dynamical systems approach, of which per-
haps the biggest one is to identify an appropriate model that
reproduces the essential features observed from the data. There
is a vast literature on dynamic host–pathogen interaction mod-
els [see e.g., reviews by Louzoun (2007); Mata and Cohn (2007);
Doeschl-Wilson (2011)], ranging from simple models such as the
one presented here [Equation (7)], where pathogens and immune
response are summarized as single entities (e.g., Antia et al.,
1996; Restif and Koella, 2004; Doeschl-Wilson et al., 2009), to
highly complex models comprising a large number of differen-
tial equations with many parameters (e.g., Marchuck et al., 1991;
Kosmrlj et al., 2010). For the purpose of quantitative genetic anal-
yses, simple models requiring fewer parameters and thus giving
rise to fewer phenotypic traits are more attractive than complex
models. Nevertheless, it remains to be tested whether a rela-
tively simple model can adequately reproduce the main features
of the pathogen burden–performance trajectories emerging from
the data. Furthermore, if an appropriate model can be identi-
fied, the next challenge that arises is to fit the model to existing
data. Bayesian methods have proved powerful in providing reli-
able parameter estimates for differential equation models (e.g.,
Girolami, 2008; Savill et al., 2009; Miller et al., 2010), but to the
best of our knowledge have not been applied to the large data sets
needed for quantitative genetic analyses. Further optimization of
the computational algorithms may be necessary for efficiently
handling the large amount of data usually required for genetic
analyses.
Finally, it should be noted that the trajectory approach can be
adapted to field data, as the methodology doesn’t require individ-
uals to be at the same stage of infection nor does it require prior
knowledge of the time of onset of infection. This approach may
thus provide a means to capture tolerance of animals to infec-
tions under natural rather than experimental pathogen challenge,
which has been difficult up to now (Doeschl-Wilson et al., 2012).
CONCLUSIONS
Host genetic resistance and tolerance to infectious pathogens
are highly desirable targets for genetic improvement. Up to now
genetic analysis of host tolerance has been hindered by the
lack of appropriate methods to obtain reliable tolerance phe-
notypes, in particularly at the level of individuals. We have
outlined two alternative approaches to fill this gap, a statistical
random regression approach and a mathematical dynamical sys-
tems approach. We have shown that random regression models
provide a means of extending the methodology of quantifying
group tolerance to the individual level. However, application of
these models in practice comes with strict data requirements
and depends on whether the relationship between within-host
pathogen burden and performance can be adequately represented
by a mathematical model that is linear in its regression coeffi-
cients.Mathematical dynamical systems theory offers a promising
alternative to the statistical models currently used in quantitative
genetics, as it captures the dynamic interaction of host resistance
and tolerance mechanisms throughout the infection and provides
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static parameters amenable for genetic analyses. It builds upon
performance-pathogen burden trajectories that can be derived
from repeated pairwise observations of host performance and
pathogen burden over the time course of the infection. Future
studies are warranted to test the theoretical concepts introduced
here with simulated and real data.
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